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Undergraduate researcn:

Assumptions and expectations

Abstract

This paper reviews assumption& that many academic psycholo-
0

gists have concerning the undergraduate research experience.

Comparisons are made to the educational process in th physical

and natural sciences. The development of undergraduate research

conferences is discussed in terms of some' general assumptions

made about science education in psychology.
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'4 Assumptions and Expectations 2

Undergraduate Research:

)kssumptions and Expectations

It is my role in this symposium to review some of the assum-

ptions and expectations that many academic psychologists hold

concerning the undergraduate's experience with research training

in psychology. That is, I am loing to explore what I perceive as

some'of the prevailing suppositions we have concerning the scien-

tific or research training of the undergraduate in the field of

psychology. I hope this will provide my colleagues with a concep-
,

tual framework in which their individual contributions concerning

undergraduate research conferences can have broader implications

for science education in psychology. It will be your decision as

to the appropriateness of the assumptions discussed. I will

attempt to make my personal biases obvious in most cases.

ASSUMPTION 1 - We do a creditable job of teaching the science of

psychology at the undergraduate level. A few good "methods"

Coursed are sutficient.

Given the crisis in science education in general can we

really assume this is valid ? A recent article in the A28

Banitsix by,Cordes (July, 1982) quoted an elementary school stu-

dent as saying that "if a student wants to become a scientist, he

pract4cally has to educate himself." With,only minor reserva-

tions, the typical major in most undergraduate psychology prog-

rams could make a. similar statement concerning his or her educa-

tion in the science of psychology. For a discipline that often

has to defend itself as being a science as rigorous as any, it
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. Assumptions and Expectations

may be useful to examine undergraduate curricula in other scien-

ces. A comparison of the catalog descriptions of psychological

offerings with those in any Of the natural sciences produpes some

very noticable differences. For example, in the undergraduate

catalogues of the University of Texas at Austin, the undergra-

duate curricU1um in MicrobiolOgy has listed fourteen content

courses and eleven laboratory courses related eo those content*

offerings. The undergraduate catalog in Psychology has listed

fifty-nine content courses and only seven laboratory courses or

sections. Three of these laboratory sections are related to

statistics courses, and the remaining four are in physiological

psychology or learning courses.

For almost every content course in the natural or physical

sciences ,there is typically a mandatory laboratory course or

section. Although I am not advocating we be like the natural

sciences, I am suggesting that we may learn something about

potentially useful approaches to education by comparing ourselves

to others sciences. If my experience as a faculty member in six

different universities is any indication, the usual course offer-

ings in psychology provide little direct experience with'"\the

majority of the various techniques and methods * used. Handsmon-

training typically occurs only in statistics, research methods,

independent studies, and (sometimes) pnysiological psychology.

The nature of the techniques taught in the research methods

courses are understandably biasedtby the specific research inter-

ests of the instructor. Thus, the course may ignore, or only

marginally cover, entire methodologies such as surveys or quasi-
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. Assumptions and Expectations 4

experimental field experiments. The tendency in psychology to

rely heavy on a sin4le technique/methodology course, whether one

or two semesters, is very different from tne pedagogical approach

used in the physical and natural sciences after whom we supposed-

ly are modelled. I am suggesting that we concentrate in doing a

better- job of training our students in research techniques than

tne otner sciences.

There are certainly communalities in design and analysis

regardless of the content area; for example, tne use of control

groups or the aPpropriateness of certain statistical tests. How-

ever, the unique tedhniques employed and problems encountered in

applied social psychological research are very different from

those in visual perception, behavior modification, or psychophar-

macology. To a scientist-teacher in vertebrate physiology or

inorganic chemistry it would be difficult to teach the content of

that ewes without the students having direct experience with the

research techniques that generated those facts. The opposite

seems to be the case for many psychologists who teach content

courses with little direct-contact with the methodo4gies invol-

ved.

To the best of my knowledge, it is interesting that psycho-

logik seems to be unique among the sciences in having large

regional .conferences specifically geared to undergraduate re-

search endeavors. Are these meetings a response to tne need for

additional educational opportunities for those interested in .the

science of psychology ? What is the educational role of the

undergraduate conference ? -Once that role is established, how do

you organize these meetings to do the job effectively ?
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ASSUMPTION 2 - The goal of the undergraduate curriculum is to

prepare our students for the demands of graduate education.

Is this assumOgn reasonable, given declining enrollments in

most departments and, the shrinking job opportunities for most

Ph.D. graduates in traditional settings ? The majority of our

baccalaurate graduates never go on for- advanced degrees in

psychology. Yet our undergraduate programs are often geared with

this assumption in mind. Simply, not everyOne is going to be a

Ph.D. psychologist, nor should_they be.

Even if the goal were to grepare potential graduate stu-

dents, we should provide more than only one or two contacts with

the research tools of the field. The University of Texas at

Austin encourages those considering graduate school to undertake

additional research courses. Of the seven previously mentioned

"nands-on research courses available, three are geared primarily

for the advanced honors graduate student. Although these Courses

are certainly important, what about those students who are not

going on to graduate school and hence do not take any additional

research course work ? Where do these students obtain their

appreciation for research ? I personally doubt it comes from the

lectures in content coUrses. Tne terminal baccalaUrate students

oUght to be enlightened consumers of psychological research.

However, my experience as a consultant in business and

industry where a large number of baccalaurate graduates are

employed, indicates that they have little appreciation for even

the simpliest of research concepts or tools such'as statistical
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prediction or behavioral assessments. It is difficult fOr them

to see the value of psychological research in business decisions.

Janet Spence (APA P.Osident-elect) has recently been quoted ,in

the Au Mat= (A44ust, 1982) as restating the admonition that

we must learn td/"... give psychology away .." if we are going to

create a demand for psychology and psychologists. In general

American society has traditionally had a very poor understanding

of science in general and psychology in particular. Although we

certainly need to encourage our best people, is that the sole

function of undergraduate conferences ? How can they be planned

to do more ?

ASSUMPTION 3 - Teaching undergraduates to do research will not

get you tenure.

Despite how I would like to disagree with this assumption I

am very much aware that it is true at least in the large,

research-oriented institutions. The traditional academic system

does not substantially reinforce teaching or directing original

research by undergraduates. It is the faculty member's own

research endeavors that are typically rewarded and that is per-

haps how it should be.

If faculty members are going to effectively encourage under-

graduates to do research-and at the same time be rewarde0 with

tenure and/or promotions, they mist intergrate the new undergra-

duate researchei into their already established research prog-

rams. Thte certainly deminishes the degree of orginality of the

student's work, but Lt probably enhances the quality -of 'the

product and improves its likelihood of publication. If this
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joint venture in research is to be rewarding to faculty, the

results will be presented at national or regional professional

asspciation meetings.

If this is the case, then what purpose.is served by the

undergraduate paper session ? Are the papers in actuality as

good as those at the regional professional meetings ? If not, why
",,

not ? Despite my attempts to learn of comparable latge scale

regional undergraduate meetings in the natural sciences, I have

been unable to find such an educational approach in either

biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics or computer science.

Not even sociology has this phenomena._ What demand in psychology

has created the undergraduate research conterence as its answer ?

ASSUMPTION 4 - Undergraduates may not conduct great research, but

,it is better to have them do a mediocre study than no study

at all.

I would like to suggest we adopt'this assumption even if it

means that students only replicate classic studies in the field.

This in itself could have potential benefits for the science.

am of tne opinion that we should increase the awareness of re-

search techniques for all undergraduate majore, while at the same

time encouraging our best students to do good, solid, and poten-
.

tially original research. In therphysical and natural sciences,

original regeaTch usually, occurs only after prolongeemastery of

the techniques of research, a situation wbich is not the case in

psychology. Certainly Ph.D.'s do not have a "corner on the

research market," but they do produce the majority of the mean-

ingfdl research. Unless the undergraduate is exceptionally bright
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and motivated, the research product will be heavily influenced by

the faculty mentor. Quality research conaucted solely by the

undergraduate will be the exception, not the rule.' If tne re-

search product is good, it should be treated no differently from

a Ph.D.'s research endeavors. If you accept these views then

what does an undergraduate paper session accomplish ? Does it

become a very special kind of research outlet ? Who uses it and

why ? In closing I hope that I have challenged my colleagues to

examine tne broader implications of undergraduate research con-

ferences in psychology. I have raided questions which I hope

will be addressed by the other papers presented in ,this

symposium.


